IPOC Urinary Function, Alteration in Outcomes

- Urine Description (IND)*
  - Clear

- 24 Hour Foley Screen Score (IND)*
  - Less Than or Equal 2

- Establishes Optimal Bladder Function (GOAL)*
  - Met

- Patient-Caregiver Verbalizes Knowledge of Urinary Elimination Management (GOAL)*
  - Met

- Patient Specific Goal (GOAL)*
  - Met

Interventions

- Assess Genitourinary Symptoms (INT)*
  - No complaints

- Urinary Elimination Activity (INT)*
  - Voiding or Anuric or External catheter or Incontinence brief or Indwelling catheter or Intermittent straight catheter or Nephrostomy tube or Suprapubic catheter or Stoma or Self catheterization or Ure

- Toileting Offered Q2H (INT)*
  - Independent or Offered/performed

- Encourage Fluid Intake (INT)*
  - Done

- Restrict Fluid Intake (INT)*
  - Done

- Provide Toileting Assistive Devices (INT)*
  - Done

- Rehabilitation Therapy Request from Provider (INT)*
  - Done

- Demonstrates Techniques for Urinary Elimination (INT)*
  - Done

- Demonstrate Proper Use of Urinary Assistive Device - FIM (INT)*
  - Done

- Provide Education for Urinary Elimination (INT)*
  - Done

- IPOC Education Link (INT)*
  - Yes

- Case Management Consult
  - T;N, Other Type in Special Instructions, Discharge Planning

- Bladder Scan
  - T;N, Constant Order

- Patient Specific Intervention (INT)*
  - Done

- Patient Specific Intervention (INT)*
  - Done

---

- - - PATIENT SPECIFIC CUSTOMIZABLE GOALS MUST BE CHANGED AT THE TIME OF SELECTION AND PRIOR TO SIGNING - - - (NOTE)*

- Patient Specific Goal (GOAL)*
  - Met

- Patient Specific Goal (GOAL)*
  - Met

- Patient Specific Intervention (INT)*
  - Done

- Patient Specific Intervention (INT)*
  - Done